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About This Game
You will play as THE Bernie O'Tag in an action/adventure/platformer/runner that will push you to the brink with a challenge
worthy of the old school.
But who is Bernie O'Tag...?
A world-renowned, legendary hero with a career of success in some of the most dangerous and critical missions the world has
seen...
That's the man the world knows...but I know Bernard O'Tag...and there's a story to be told to find out how the scrawny, meek
Bernard I knew became the "Amazing" Bernie O'Tag...
....I'm going to make him tell that story and you are going to help me.

THE AMAZING FEATURES:
-30 no-two-the-same, pulse-pounding, super challenging levels to conquer as you discover the truth of Bernie O'Tag.
-Use Bernie's Powers such as creating platforms and springs to keep him alive as he runs...and more! Be wise with that Energy
Bar though...
-3 Playable Heroes: Unlock and play as Barron and Anna, two new playable heroes each with their own play style that totally
changes the game.
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-Challenge Mode: All 30 levels have 5 different Challenges to overcome, with each playable hero having their own unique set of
Challenges! Can you perfect all 450 Challenges!?
-Endless Runner Mode: Beat your high score! Wager, earn coins and top the leaderboard in 3 different endless runner levels,
each with their own unique challenges.
-Gorgeous 2D environments, from mystical forests to snow-capped mountains, the world of Bernard is something to behold!
-Challenge yourself with over 70 Achievements!
-Epic original soundtrack bringing you deeper into the story of Bernie O'Tag!
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Title: The Amazing Bernard
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Kumkwat Entertainment
Publisher:
Kumkwat Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2018
b4d347fde0

English
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Music is insane in this game, the art and backgrounds are amazing. Theres a suprising actual story here with great cut scenes
integrated with gameplay! Overall for this price its a must have!. Fun game. Challenging.. Very low effort port of a free 2D
Maze Runner-style android game. Game runs at a set resolution with no options or rebindable keys. Advancing the dialogue and
navigating the menus is clunky. Pressing the buttons to perform actions feels like simply swapping the character for another
sprite which very well might be the case.
The only changes from what I can tell is the option to scale up to full screen and that the option to buy ingame currency is taken
out in favor of the upfront cost which is steep for this level of quality.
Consider grabbing it for free on Android instead. You can get vastly superior games even at this price on Steam. I returned this
game at 40% off.. Wonderful, challenging runner. My wife gave it a try and she's hooked too! Overall, a nice pick up and put
down game that's well worth the price.
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